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In recent years, coal and power industry tends to intensify the contradiction and 
this phenomenon brings the national economy a significant negative impact. Chinese 
government has promulgated a series of policy measures, from the "coal order-placing 
meeting" to "coal-electricity joint floating" have never been able to resolve the 
conflict between coal and electricity. This phenomenon not only reflects the 
complexity of coal-electricity problem, but also reflects that the theoretical and 
empirical reseach in this area is relatively less. And in need of in-depth theoretical 
study and extensive empirical study .At the same time, "coal-electricity integration" 
as a new trend to be valued by the researchers and business managers, the State 
Development and Reform Commission issued a document to encourage, five power 
generation groups response positively. For this reason, this article has done a 
systematic review of the vertical integration theory and summarizes the empirical 
research of coal-electricity chain. On this base, this article carries out some 
enlightening suggestions. 
   On the basis of China's coal-electricity chain, the coal-electricity contradictory’s 
source is the two-track price system, and the direct triggers are the volatile coal 
demand. This article includes the following contents: In the second chapter, review 
the theory of vertical integration and the main results of the empirical study, in the 
third chapter, by analyzing the China Coal Industry and Electric Power Industry 
Management system status, review the China's coal-electricity chain research results 
and operational status. The fourth chapter, focusing on the coal and power market’s 
price regulation, proceeded to find out the nature of the problem. Through market 
game analysis, this chapter proved that the coal and electricity integration is rational 
and feasible in theory. In the fifth chapter, econometric model is built, using binary 
logistic regression methods to do the empirical research on the listed Chinese coal and 
power industry. And draw out the important factors to impact he coal-electricity 















corporate social capital. On this basis, this chapter gives the policy suggestions to 
promote the coal-electricity integration. 
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改委能源局于 2008 年 4 月 7 日发布了《煤矿企业兼并重组调研报告》，报告中
首次提出要鼓励电力等大型企业兼并重组煤矿，实现煤电一体化经营。2009 年

















































































































（Vertical integration）和纵向约束(Vertical restrain )，以及渐变一体化
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